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COMMUNITY SERVICES BLOCK GRANT 
SHORT INTRODUCTION OF REGIONAL PRIORITY AND ISSUE:  
Fresno EOC respectfully asks that the One Voice Delegation promote the continued funding of the Community 
Services Block Grant program. This is the source for emergency, human service interventions, and economic 
development Fresno EOC extends to our county’s most vulnerable residents.  
 
We also ask that members encourage our local Congressional delegation to support and co-sponsor the 
reauthorization of the Community Services Block Grant, HR 1695. This would continue to authorize funding for 
the Community Service Block Grant (CSBG). Our federal representatives have consistently recognized the value 
of CSBG to their constituents and have all supported reauthorization and stable funding for the program. 
Maintaining federal CSBG funding is the single most important tool our community has to mitigate the impacts of 
emergencies, such as the opioid epidemic, and to create economic opportunities for our neediest residents. 
Fresno EOC is the locally designated steward of CSBG funds for Fresno County.  
 
REQUEST SUMMARY  
For FY 2020 CSBG was approved at $740 million, which amounted to only about a $15 million increase from 
FY 2019, below the targeted amount that we requested of $775 million. Unfortunately, the increase fell short 
of meeting the needs.  
 

1. Community Services Block Grant (CSBG) FY 2021 funding at 800 million.  
 

2. Reauthorization of CSBG: H.R. 1695: Community Services Block Grant Reauthorization Act of 
2019, pending introduction in the Senate 

 
REQUEST BACKGROUND AND EXPLAIN THE REGIONAL SIGNIFICANCE: 
 
CSBG honors local assessment and design of programs that meet urgent local needs and generate economic 
opportunities. It correctly requires governance of the CSBG-funded agency by locally appointed and elected 
leaders, as well as those representing service recipients. CSBG is particularly critical to our county, where one in 
four live in poverty. It is a responsible, local instrument allowing for local determination and the creation of local 
solutions to ameliorate the persistent, unabated poverty our region has become all too well known for. 
    

a. CSBG funding makes it possible for Fresno EOC to deliver services such as food, utility and 
transportation assistance to thousands of our county residents each year. 

b. CSBG has catalyzed robust economic initiatives such as Access Plus Capital, a Community Development 
Financial Institution lending to small businesses through which hundreds of jobs have been created.  

c. It was the source through which vital human services such as the Sanctuary Youth Shelter, Central Valley 
Against Human Trafficking, the Local Conservation Corps, and School of Unlimited Learning (SOUL) 
charter high school were started.  

d. CSBG has also been leveraged to create social enterprises such as Fresno EOC’s growing solar 
installation business, catering, and commercial recycling efforts all of which employ and train 
disadvantaged workers and generate discretionary revenue for new local ventures.  

e. CSBG has been utilized to grow new, promising programs like our Valley Apprenticeship Connections 
which provides construction and maintenance mechanic job training skills and connects them to a good 
paying job upon completion.   

 
IF NOT A TRANSPORTATION RELATED REQUEST, ARE THERE ANY TRANSPORTATION POLICY CONNECTIONS?  
 
Because of its flexible nature, CSBG funding can be used for any policy matters that improve conditions for our 
community, including transportation. In addition to having a transit program, transportation is a component in 
many of our programs.   
 
ARE THERE ANY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS?  
 
Fresno EOC has prioritized economic stimulus and entrepreneurship with its allocation of CSBG funding. We 
know that it is only through access to opportunity that people can lift themselves out of poverty.  
 

a. Access Plus Capital has provided $27.3 million in loans and technical assistance to 771 businesses and 



borrowers low-to-moderate income neighborhoods since 2009.  
b. Turn-key commercial recycling operations recovering CRV containers, used oil, tires, and electronic 

waste. 
c. Commercial food production center producing and delivering more than 7,500 meals per day. 
d. Commercial vehicle fleet detailing. 
e. Nielsen Conference Center. 
f. Solar PV installations.  
g. Taxi scrip services. 
h. Landscaping and grounds maintenance.  
i. Investment in the formation of a thriving credit union in southeast Fresno.  
j. Catering business. 
k. Job training. 

 
 
ARE THERE ANY ATTACHMENTS?  
No.  
 
CONTACT:  
Name, Title:  Elizabeth Jonasson Rosas, Strategy and Communications Officer  
 
Organization:   Fresno Economic Opportunities Commission (Fresno EOC)  
Address:   1920 Mariposa Street, Suite 300, Fresno, CA 93721 
 
Phone Number: Elizabeth Jonasson Rosas (559) 448-6134  
 
Email address:  Elizabeth Jonasson Rosas – elizabeth.jonasson@fresnoeoc.org.   
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POVERTY GUIDELINES 
 
SHORT INTRODUCTION OF REGIONAL PRIORITY AND ISSUE:  
Fresno EOC respectfully asks that the One Voice Delegation approve requesting a reevaluation of the Federal 
poverty guidelines issued each year by the Department of Health and Human Services to account for changes, 
including regional differences, since the base calculation in 1963.  
 
The poverty guidelines are based on poverty thresholds first calculated grounded on a “three-times-the-cost-of-
the-food-plan”. Poverty guidelines are income levels based on household size and used to determine eligibility 
for important non-open-ended and open-ended programs such as Community Services Block Grant (CSBG), 
Head Start, Weatherization Assistance, Foster Grandparents, Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program 
(LIHEAP), Job Corps, SNAP, National School Lunch, as well as many others. Many other state and local-driven 
programs and funders use the guidelines to determine where to invest their time and resources.  
 
Except for Hawaii and Alaska, these guidelines are static across the US and do not account for regional or 
state-by-state cost of living changes. Federal minimum wage is $7.25 per hour, however nearly all states have 
their own minimum wage laws signifying vast income and cost of living differences across the nation. 
California’s rising minimum wage, coupled with the relatively high cost of living in the state, is making working 
people who cannot meet their basic needs ineligible for government services. This means California will 
continue to lose out on federal resources and people in our community will get less and less of the resources 
they need to lift themselves out of poverty. 
 
REQUEST SUMMARY  
In order to address the changes in family spending since the poverty thresholds were first calculated as well as 
to address differences in cost of living throughout the United States we ask that: 
 

1. Poverty thresholds be recalculated and a new benchmark year be established every 10 years. 
 

2.    Poverty guidelines be established on a state-by-state basis. 
 
REQUEST BACKGROUND AND EXPLAIN THE REGIONAL SIGNIFICANCE: 
 
The poverty thresholds were originally developed in 1963 by taking information from the USDA report “Family 
Food Plans and Food Costs” on the cost of food for a household of 3 or more and multiplying it by three- a 
number supported by a 1955 Household Food Consumption Survey finding that roughly a third of a household 
budget was on food. In 1969 the poverty thresholds became the official definition of poverty. The poverty 
guidelines were then developed for administrative purposes. 
 
The poverty guidelines are issued every year based on the poverty thresholds released by the Census Bureau. 
The poverty thresholds are adjusted every year based on the previous year’s inflation. The poverty thresholds 
for a certain year are announced after the year is over, while the Poverty Guidelines are announced at the 
beginning of the year for that year.  
 
In the late 1960’s, recognizing the higher cost of living in Alaska and Hawaii, compared to the continental 
United States, these two states have been given higher guideline amounts. Only the poverty guidelines have 
this distinction, the thresholds do not.  Despite vast differences in cost of living that have developed since 
then, no other states have been given separate guidelines.  
 
The dynamics of household economics have changed since 1963, and it is widely recognized that food budgets 
no longer represent a third of household expenditures. There have been attempts to update the thresholds: An 
interagency subcommittee, the Subcommittee on Updating the Poverty Threshold, recommended in 1973 that 
the threshold be updated every ten years, amongst other things. A couple of years later another interagency 
collaboration, the Poverty Studies Task Force, produced and delivered to congress The Measure of Poverty 
report which outlined some of the challenges the poverty measures were facing. In 1981 some tweaks were 
made, almost 20 years since the thresholds were first calculated, (for example eliminating distinctions 
between farm and non-farm households, female or male-led households), however they have not been re-
benched. 
 



IF NOT A TRANSPORTATION RELATED REQUEST, ARE THERE ANY TRANSPORTATION POLICY CONNECTIONS?  
 
There are multiple links between transportation and poverty. The ability for people to access opportunity is 
predicated on reliable transportation whereas that cannot be easily had unless one already has certain 
financial stability. In as much as poverty statistics are used to make transportation investment decisions, the 
poverty guidelines play a role.  
 
ARE THERE ANY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BENEFITS?  
 
The poverty guidelines are used directly or indirectly for funding or programmatic decisions nationwide. 
Because of the millions of dollars tied to the guidelines each year, it is important to the economy of our region 
that we get the resources we need to help people participate more fully in our economy and lift themselves out 
of poverty.   
   
ARE THERE ANY ATTACHMENTS?  
No. 
 
 
CONTACT:  
Name, Title:   Elizabeth Jonasson Rosas, Strategy and Communications Officer  
 
Organization:   Fresno Economic Opportunities Commission (Fresno EOC)  
Address:   1920 Mariposa Street, Suite 300, Fresno, CA 93721 
 
Phone Number:  Elizabeth Jonasson Rosas (559) 448-6134  
 
Email address:    Elizabeth Jonasson Rosas – elizabeth.jonasson@fresnoeoc.org.   
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